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Galleri Magnus Karlsson has partnered with Hotel le Manoir in Banyuls-sur-Mer, France. We will make
on-site exhibitions with gallery artists and also work towards an exchange between the artists, guests of the
hotel and the local cultural scene.
Jeff Olsson | Galleri Magnus Karlsson
Cries and Whispers is a group exhibition presenting Swedish contemporary painting and sculpture. Here,
eight artists, born in the 60s, 70s and 80s, are invited to represent a figurative art movement that has
received great attention in Sweden and internationally.
Carl Hammoud | Galleri Magnus Karlsson
The Z80 CPU is an 8-bit based microprocessor. It was introduced by Zilog in 1976 as the startup company's
first product. The Z80 was conceived by Federico Faggin in late 1974 and developed by him and his then-11
employees at Zilog from early 1975 until March 1976, when the first fully working samples were delivered.
Zilog Z80 - Wikipedia
Federico Faggin, dopo aver lavorato sull'8080, lasciÃ² Intel alla fine del 1974 per divergenze con la dirigenza:
questa, infatti, era ancora troppo focalizzata sulla produzione di chip di memoria e considerava i
microprocessori solo come prodotti accessori, utili per vendere piÃ¹ RAM. Faggin, invece, intravedeva in essi
una potenzialitÃ d'impiego molto piÃ¹ vasta, grazie alla loro possibilitÃ di essere programmati per impieghi
generali.
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